PowerView ™
An enhanced Power Chain Analysis Tool, bringing
“What If?” simulation to a whole new level
DATA S H E E T

This dynamic and interactive Nlyte module makes it
possible to:
•

Simulate power chain failures and know their potential
impact

•

Understand how resilient your data center is in the cases
of both failures and planned downtime for preventive
maintenance

•

Get fast, accurate and easy insight into power capacity and
availability

•

Gain a convenient view into how power is distributed from
the beginning, all the way through and to the end of the
power chain

Data Center managers need to know the potential impact of a
failed device on the rest of the power chain. With PowerView,
users are presented with a stylized view of a location’s power
chain, in which they can selectively “fail” one or more devices
to identify weaknesses and see the resultant effects. This
grants the ability to ensure maximum uptime by proactively
analyzing the results of potential failures. In addition, when
planning scheduled maintenance, PowerView identifies your
vulnerabilities while equipment is taken off-line.
PowerView also gives a complete view of the power chain,
end to end. A user can see the entire picture of how power
is distributed, or focus in on an area of interest. A manager
can look at a cabinet and understand where its power comes
from, or conversely, look at power equipment and know what
it’s feeding. This reveals unused power capacity, where new
assets can be placed safely, any connection inconsistencies
and verifies redundancy.
With PowerView, planning has just gotten so much simpler.
With the ability to run a “What If?” scenario, a user gains
insight into the level of risk in a facility, and can see what will
happen if something breaks or is taken off-line. It’s the ability
to simulate a failure to avoid a real one, and get the most out
of the assets and capacity one already has.
It’s resilience you can see. Go beyond just monitoring to
creating a more resilient data center.
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